GEORGE THE THIRD
at any stage of its progress through Parliament. The debate
was enlivened considerably when mad Lord George Gordon got
up to denounce the whole affair as * a juggle' between North
and Burke!
The King was by no means pleased with North's line of action
on Burke's Bill: nor did he approve of the measure which
North himself introduced on March 2nd to set up commissioners
to examine past and current accounts. It was, in George's view,
too hasty an acdon: it might be construed as fear of the Opposi-
tion. But Burke's Bill was the first stage in a new line of attack—
the limitation of the influence of the Crown; and when Dunning
on April 6th carried his famous resolution—* That the influence
of the Crown has increased, is increasing, and ought to be
diminished'—by 233 to 215 votes North was confident that
the end had come for him politically. In a letter to the King,
written in the early hours of the following morning, he tendered
his resignation, reminding the King at the same time that he had
repeatedly warned him * that this event would happen.' But
George was undismayed by this temporary triumph of the
Opposition. He was convinced that Dunning's motion had
gone through on a * snap ' division: he was perfecdy right in
that. The whole business had been engineered by e Factious
Leaders and ruined Men.'
North was embarrassed, too, by the avowed opposition of
the Speaker, Sir Fletcher Norton, who had for many years been
a good ' Government man.' Norton had abused die privilege
of the Chair to support Dunning; and feeling between the
Speaker and the Prime Minister had run high. George had no
use whatever for Norton: when he was informed that the House
would have to adjourn for a week owing to the Speaker's illness
he wrote to North:
I have not the smallest doubt that the Speaker has pleaded illness to
enable the Opposition to pursue the amusement at Newmarket the
next week.
However, Norton, whose ill-health was more genuine than
George was prepared to admit, finally vacated the Chair, but not
until his friend Dunning had again tried to push home his attack
on the Crown's influence. Dunning's defeat gave George
infinite satisfaction: it proved to him that the previous resolution,
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